The Fool’s Journal

A Year Long Adventure

Cynthea Jones

It’s in the Cards

The Gypsy fortune teller stands before you. You might know her
by another name. You might recognize her as the grandmother
of time. You might know her as the mother of the stars. And
then, she might be that crazy old lady that you passed on your
way to work, the one who reached out not to take something
from you but to give something to you...an exchange even more
ominous than a request. Well...here she is again.
Her hands shuffle the cards. Her eye stops your step. “Sit down”
she says. “See the cards that I hold? Each one is for you. They hold your fate. I will give them to you, one
at a time. What you do with them is up to you.”
With a glint in her eye, she hands you a card. Go on...turn it over. It will determine the next month in your
life. It will show you your challenges, predict your victories, and lament your defeats. Will you look?
Who can resist? You turn it over. The card is blank.
It is blank...but wait... An image struggles to emerge. It wants to find form, but for it to live...for it to
speak...you need to give it life. Will you?

Interview with an Archetype - The Fool
Life begins and life ends. A year begins, a year ends. For me, for us, this is an ending but, then,
isn’t every moment an ending? Isn’t every moment a beginning? What comes next? What comes next
for you? Can you hear Future’s footstep? When the future knocks upon your door, will you open it? Take
a breath and feel the brief moment between inhale and exhale. That is the moment that follows the end
and lies before the beginning. This is that moment.
Who should I interview as a new adventure or a new year lies unblemished before me? A new beginning
is like a blank book; nothing has happened. A day lies ahead - a day, a year, a lifetime. Here is what
those three have in common - they have not yet begun. For the sake of this interview, imagine the
coming year. Look at that year; pristine it stands, with no “I should haves” or “I shouldn't haves;” no
regrets to mar its pages.
A part of me doesn't want to enter this new experience. I would like to just stand on the edge of
happening and peer into the void, into the nothingness. The thought of it is entrancing. I feel like
a creative child with a crayon looking at a freshly painted wall. I know who I should interview about
leaping into a new year, a new creation, a new experience...The Fool.
Wind rushes around my ears, whispering messages I can almost hear. The breeze is ever so
familiar and, yet, fresh. New. A leaf blows by and calls my name. I am standing in the place before the
beginning. I am standing in the Fool's space. “How did I get here?”
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“You are always here,” a voice replies. “You rarely notice it, but you know it now because you are
anticipating a new year, a new adventure, another chance at life-making. You are always here. Every
moment is a beginning. Every breath ushers in something new.”
An innocent appears; a childlike being. His beauty amazes me. I am also amazed by his willingness to let
the wind touch him here in this high and breezy place that overlooks the future. “Look into the coming
year,” he says, dancing to the edge of an incredible precipice. The winds of time lift his hair; they pull on
his clothing. “Come here,” he calls me to the edge, “Come, look into the year to come.”
I edge toward the edge. I drop onto my belly and crawl forward - I am not afraid of heights, but this
height is more than I can stand. I look over the edge. Below me - nothing. White clouds fill the void.
“There is nothing there,” I say as I stare into the great emptiness below me. Have I been tricked?
“That's right,” the Fool laughs, “nothing happens until you do it.”
“But, it is so clean and perfect. No mistakes. I am faultless here on the edge.”
“Yes....” His voice sounds distant. Is he remembering another beginning, long, long ago? “Who will be
the first to go?” he asks, looking pointedly at me.
“Not me,” I answer. “I don't really want to start again.” My past blows over me. So many new starts, so
many great intentions soiled by the troubles that trip manifestation on its way to becoming real. Lying
here, at the edge of tomorrow...everything cloud-like and perfect, no disappointment, no missed
deadlines, no unexpected events to snatch me from my dreams of what will be. I don’t want to put my
footprints on a new year. “I don’t want to go,” I tell him. “I am not going to do it all again. Struggle,
disappointment, facing my own mistakes.”
Something that I said captures his attention. “What?” He turns around to face me, a perplexed look on
his face.
“What is a mistake?” he asks.
"I’ll do something wrong,” I explain. “I’ll do something that I will regret.”
“And...?” He is untouched by my lament.
He doesn’t understand but, then, he is a fool. I’ll explain. “I could do something that hurts someone or
disappoints someone. I might do what I think is right and find out it wasn’t. I might do something worthy
of criticism. I might take an action that doesn't produce the results that I want. Those are mistakes."
"Ah... mistakes," the Fool says. I am glad that I was able to explain my reason for not going into the
coming year; the reason I should wait on the edge of commitment.
"Mistake,” he says, “is a word in the language of an editor. It isn’t in the language of creation. When you
speak creation, there is no past tense and no future perfect. Each doing gives birth to another doing.
Mistakes are only found by those who walk backwards, retracing their steps to see if there was a shorter
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way to get to where they are not going. Of course you will make mistakes. Now that that is settled, go
ahead, jump. Jump into the mystery, the mystery of a new year."
Again, I look into the endless emptiness. Does he think that I am reassured by his assurance that I will
make mistakes? I‘m not. I feel his hand on my back. "No! Wait!” I’ll take a different tactic and buy a little
time. “Tell me what's down there. Tell me what to expect."
“Why should I?” he says with a grin. “You have already told me what you expect.”
He’s right, that’s what I did. I cast my own future, a future I made out of my past. I look at him again.
“Can you wonder, rather than know?” he asks me. I nod my head yes and he joins me at the edge.
“Down there,” he spreads his arms wide in a gesture that makes me wonder if he has wings. “Out there
is life.”
He speaks into the void and says "Ahead of you is the natural progression of your past actions, held in
balance by a grand design for your own becoming. Ahead of you is a little chaos blown in on a maverick
breeze.” He turns, no longer speaking to the void; he speaks to me. “Ahead of you is the stuff of days.
You can make each day with your own hands...or you can put on someone else's hand-me-down days. It
is up to you; the choice is yours. Ahead of you is your life. Jump."
Fear. He wants me to leap off this cliff into nothing but cloud - thin air is another word for it. I know I will
plunge to my death and he says “Jump”. I don't want to. What else can I ask to prolong this conversation
and delay the inevitable leap? "Why? Why should I jump into life? Why?"
His sigh is full of resignation. It is a sigh I know I can’t argue with. “Jump,” he looks me in the eye, a
direct look. A directive look. Why does anyone call him innocent? Why did I think he was a Fool? I am
the fool that I am interviewing. “Jump,” he says, “because unless you do, there won’t be anything there.
“Jump. Take on the task of life. Live the world into form. Live so life can happen. Make your mistakes so
you can learn, so others can learn with you. Love so the great web of connection can be woven. Dance
the tapestry of life into existence. Make your footprints on the blank pages of tomorrow. Jump.”
Out of nowhere, a bundle appears. He ties it to a stick and hands it to me. “Here, take this...it is all you
need in life. Everyone brings a bundle of tools into life. This bag holds your voice. With it, you can carve
reality. It holds your imagination, a wand that awaits a flame. Light it and hold it high; it will offer vision
and shadow. The bundle contains your desire to relate to others. The final gift, your body, enables you
to take action. Take it from a Fool, the wise ones use their tools well. Only a fool goes through life with
tools tarnished from neglect, with unused talents tied to a stick.”
And then, he pushes me. Of course I am not ready, but he pushes me anyway. I fall. I fall into the void,
into experience. Blank pages lie ahead. They are hungry to be filled; to be filled with hope, effort,
victory, failure, great challenges, numbing disappointments, revelations, exquisite moments of sweet
pleasure. Blank, unlived days await. They are ready to receive a million stories told by a million
storytellers.
Blank pages wait for you. Make your mark. Write boldly.
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The Fool Jumps…
into life, into the year

You have that fool’s bag, treasures wrapped up in a bandana and tied in a stick.
When you untie that bandana and open it onto the table before you, you will
discover that it is really an altar cloth, a way to designate sacred space. As you
smooth it out, it will grow to just the perfect size to hold the treasures within.
And… It will continue to grow with everything you add to it during the coming
year.
The treasures within – into life and into this year, you bring: A wand – the Ace
of Wands, A sword – the Ace of Swords, A cup – the Ace of Cups, and yes – a disk
or pentacle – the Ace of Disks.

Into life and into this year, you jump fully equipped with energy and illumination - the fire of spirit and
creativity glowing within you. You bring your mind, sharp and with a cutting edge. You bring your heart –
a vessel that holds those flowing, changing emotions. And, that pentacle – your body and a physical
world that surrounds you.
You might want to place the 4 aces on your Altar. Here is a place where you can alter reality. To alter –
to change, adjust, make changes to. An Alter Cloth…. And only the Fool knew. Put those Aces there.
Look at them. They are yours. They are your tools for life making. You own them – they do not own you.
You are not owned by your mind or by words said or heard. Words are your tools to carve realty.
You are not owned by your heart, your emotions. The flow of feeling serves to inform you.
You are not owned by your body or the circumstances that surround you. You own your body.
And yes, you are not owned by that burning flame of energy, creativity, and inspiration that glows within
you. Bright flame or glowing ember– a creative spirit is at the core of who you are.
We will revisit these Aces after we see what else is in that knapsack.
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Baggage
What did you bring with you from the year behind?
You might want to pull a card to see what your tarot deck has to say about that. Shuffle your cards
thinking about the year that is ending. Let the months slip through your fingers and merge with the
cards. All cards are conversations, you know. Issues, challenges, focuses, inquiries, lessons learned - a
conversation about….
When it is time, choose a card from your deck. If you read this card as “a lesson about”, it will show you
an archetype (Major Arcana), an experience (Minor Arcana), or a challenge faced (Royalty). If you are
using a deck with people images, just imagine that you are the main character in the card. The card is a
“dream image” of yourself. The minor arcana suits show you what you are doing with Swords - your
thoughts and words, Cups - your heart and emotions, Wands - your energy and creativity, or
Pentacles/Disks - your daily life and body. Describe yourself in this picture.

If it is a difficult card, journal about the lessons you learned last year about this dynamic and the wisdom
you brought into this year. If it is a positive card, journal about the lessons you learned last year about
this dynamic and the wisdom you brought into this year.

What have you learned about the dynamic contained in the image or Archetype? It is the wisdom gained
by that experience that you are bringing into this year. You can leave the experience behind or you can
place it on your Altar.
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What is Beginning?

What has been waiting in the future for this year to arrive? What if…. What if we made contracts with
each other before we were born? What if you said to a dear friend, “I’ll meet you in 2020? It will be so
good to see you again.”
What if you made a contract with yourself? “In 2020, I will ….”
I will end a negative, start a positive, claim a power, discover a talent… So many possibilities.

Pull a card to show what is beginning in this New Year.

If it is a difficult card, it might be a wound or experience that is asking for your attention now. It might
be a warning about a coming conflict or a gathering storm. Listen to this card. Hear all it has to say to
you. And then, pull another card. Here is why…
Tarot is a way for us to put our cards on the table. By pulling a card, you can take information and inner
knowings from a deep place within and lay them out. Get a good look at them and then do more.
Interact with them.
A card is not a proclamation; it is a conversation. If the card you pull disturbs you, ask for more
information and pull another card. What is my ally in this experience? What protects me? What happens
after the “storm” has passed? All readings happen on an Alter Cloth, visible or not. You can alter any
image you see, any dynamic that is before you.
Difficult or a pleasant surprise… if you have questions about the image of “what is beginning”, ask them
and make note of your questions and answers.
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Those Four Aces
The Aces, the essences of each suit, the 4 realities that accompany us into life. Swords – our ability to
communicate, to think, to learn, to make a point. Cups – a heart and emotions that inform us of our
feelings and desires. Pentacle or disks – a body that informs us of our feelings and desires and lets us
take action in accordance with that knowledge. The pentacle also tells us we have days to spend, time to
spend, and resources to gather. The wand – bright spirit, creative energy, an imagination, a fire within Don’t say you aren’t creative – you made up yourself and that is quite a feat. You do it every day. So let’s
take a good look at the Aces you brought into this year.

Ace of Wands - Bright flame or burnt out? The wands also speak of our truths,
our integrity. Integrity is not the simple act of saying whatever is on your mind.
Integrity asks us to embody and act on our deepest values. It takes courage,
discipline and intention to act with integrity, and to fan the flames of
authenticity within yourself and others. I have heard that nothing is as
exhausting as being inauthentic. Are there relationships that burn you out? Are
there relationships and activities that inspire you? Pull a card to show you what
your creative fire or energetic self needs from you as this year begins?
begins?

Ace of Swords - Cutting edge, a tool used to make a point, it can also be a
weapon. Thoughts and words, ideas, conversations… there are more difficult
cards in this suit than any other, more issues in our mind than ever manifest into
form. A knight consecrates her or his Sword by pledging it in service to the
Queen or King, in service to a cause. How did you use your sword last year?
Defend, attack, making space, carving reality? Take your sword in hand, what
will you pledge your sword to for the coming year? Once you decide what you
will pledge your mind and words to in this coming year, draw a card to see what
is beginning as you begin this quest.
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Ace of Cups - A strong vessel or a damaged container. In the Thoth deck, the
material used to make the cup tells us about the condition of the heart. The
liquid pouring in and out describes the emotion. The surrounding water describe
the emotional waters in which you steep. What material makes the cup, the
heart, that you bring into this year? What is the condition of that cup? What is
flowing in and out of it now? After you have taken a look at your cup as it begins
the year, ask the cards what is beginning emotionally for you now.

Ace of Pentacles/ Disks - Round and whole, shaped by time, damaged, healing –
Are you ready to take action or are you in need of mending? Imagine the disk
that is your body as you enter this year. How have you been caring for that
vehicle you call “I”? What does your body ask of you?
The Pentacle also represents daily life, how you spend your time. How do you
feel about what you are purchasing with the days of your life?

Taking Ace in Hand
One at a time
Each Ace would like your attention for a week. A whole week for you to imagine it, see it, listen to it.
As you are called, imagine one of the 4 Aces as it is in your life now. Look at it through your mind’s eye.
What do you see? Feel its weight in your hand, its texture. Touch the edges – what do you now know
about that Ace?

This Ace wants to speak to you. A message, a request? It might speak with words or with feelings or
simply fill you with knowing. Make note of what this Ace is saying to you.

Take your time… Listen to each Ace, each aspect of yourself. Make note of what each Ace has to tell you.
In reality or in your mind’s eye, place an object or picture of each aspect of yourself on your Altar.
Next week, the next Ace.
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If you were to place a Sword or knife, a Cup, Pentacle, disk or plate and a Wand or candle on your
“Alter” Cloth to represent those aspects of you, what does each Ace look like? In reality or in your
mind’s eye, place an object or picture of each aspect of yourself on your Altar.

The Capricorn Conversation

The Sun entered Capricorn on the Winter Solstice – December 20. It is the longest night and the first day
of Winter. A season of simplicity and scarcity, the heart of winter requires the management of
resources. As the constellations swirl around us, Capricorn has a place in every chart. It describes an
arena of life that requires hard work and long range planning. It is a place where slow deliberate work
will bring rewards and recognition.
Capricorn is represented by a goat with a fish’s tail. It is a slow climb to the mountain top, but once
there – what a view. You can see so far. Not all the way to the end of the year but almost. Look into that
misty future. Look over the coming seasons, the greening spring, the lush summer, the golden fall. Don’t
ask the cards, the cards are asking you…
How do you imagine yourself and your life at next winter’s solstice?

Now, draw cards. As I move toward that destination…
What is my first step?
Who or what is my Ally?
What resource within me or in the world around me will sustain me as I begin this journey?

Add these 3 cards together and if the number is under 22, you have your guide for the first month of
your journey. If the total is over 22, add those two numbers together. Who is your guide as you move
through this Capricorn time of year?
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Full Moon January 10th

The Full Moon illuminates the Winter Night.
We can see things that have been hidden in the dark;
We can see that which has been a mystery.
A Full Moon happens when the moon is in the sign opposite the Sun sign. A Full Moon happens when
the Moon is “in opposition” to the Sun. Just imagine these two great Luminaries sitting at the breakfast
table talking about you. The Moon in Cancer wants you to stay home and take care of yourself. She
wants to protect you from the cold that may be outside, or within your community, or even - within you.
Capricorn wants you to go out and be seen. “Claim your authority”, he says. “Act as the leader I know
you truly are”, he says. That is an opposition. The Cancer Full Moon asks you to answer the following
questions and then, draw a card to indicate…

What protects me?
What feeds me?
How do I regenerate myself?

The Full Moon reveals:
What can I see about my need for nurturance during this once-a-year Cancer Full Moon?

Add these 4 cards together for your full moon guide as you step into the mystery of the night. If the
number is under 22, you have your guide. If the total is over 22, add those two numbers together. Who
is your guide during this Full Moon?
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What you do want to say to this Major Arcana guide who is here to nurture and protect you?

What does your Cancer Full Moon guide have to say to you? Pull 3 Cards to see what your Full Moon
guide wants you to know.

Another month to come…..

Coming on January 20th…. The sun enters

Aquarius.

If you want to join us for the year, you can subscribe to receive monthly journal opportunities like this
one. We will invite you to align yourself with the astrological sign that the sun is passing through. It will
offer you New Moon and Full Moon Tarot questions and spreads. And, if you choose, you can share your
work on Talk Tarot, a private Facebook group. Cost is $25 total for series. We will be including additional
material to help develop this work.
Register at www.dianasgrove.com
Or email patricia@dianasgrove.com to join.

Aquarius is a busy sign. It begins January 20th. The New Moon, a time to plant seeds, is January 24th.,
Imbolc, Candlemas, Bridget’s Day is just a week later on Feb 2. Some wait a little longer and call this
Solar Holiday Valentine’s Day. Then just a week after Candlemas, there is another Full moon on
February 9th. So much to do before the Sun enters Pisces on February 20th.
We hope you will join us as we delve into this year’s Fool’s Journal.
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